HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:

Government Status Reports (GSRs) will be presented by GFPs or their representatives after the U.S. Government Award ceremony. There are two (2) documents to prepare: (1) written Government Status Report (ALL GFPs should prepare this) and (2) a short PowerPoint (ONLY those GFPs who wish to present). Your GSR presentation is between 5-10 minutes. There is no specific format for the written Government Status Report and you may use a single-column format. However, header information should include:

GOVERNMENT STATUS REPORT, 2023
GFP Name and title
Institution/Affiliation
Country

PRESENTATION SHOULD INCLUDE 4 SLIDES:

Status of Motor Vehicle Crashes/Fatalities/Injuries
Status of Advances in Motor Vehicle and Infrastructure Safety
Evolving Research/Rulemaking Strategy
Status of Current Key Research Programs